Low powder mass filling of dry powder inhalation formulations.
The successful accurate dosing and filling of powders at fill masses of <10 mg is considered to be challenging for the pharmaceutical industry. This is mainly due to the limitations of current powder volumetric dosing technologies, which rely on formulations having 'good' flow properties. This is especially true for dry powder inhaler (DPI) applications where, together with good manufacturability, powders must also exhibit properties that allow acceptable product performance. In this study, the OMNIDOSE® filling technology was investigated for its capability to accurately fill powders suitable for DPI applications, to masses as low as 1 mg. Several lactose monohydrate-based powders were successfully dosed at target fill masses of 1 and 5 mg using the current technology at laboratory scale. The filling behavior of the excipients could be related to various aspects of their physical properties. DPI formulations were dosed at masses of 4 and 25 mg at pilot scale to produce capsules that exhibited aerosolization fine particle fractions of ∼30% based on label claim. Initial studies suggest that the OMNIDOSE((®)) technology is readily adaptable for the dosing of low masses of DPI excipients and formulations and demonstrate the value of thoroughly evaluating powder performance at laboratory scale prior to pilot scale.